AMAZING PLACES IN FUNDY BIOSPHERE RESERVE

The Amazing Places project began in 2010 with Fundy Biosphere Reserve and is now thriving in five of Canada’s UNESCO-designated biosphere reserves located in New Brunswick, Ontario, and British Columbia. The project highlights ecological and geological significant sites to inspire a new or renewed connection with nature.

Fundy Biosphere Reserve supports collaboration and partnership with communities in the beautiful Upper Bay of Fundy region to achieve a greater level of sustainability, while preserving the area’s rich natural heritage.

WHAT ARE AMAZING PLACES?

The Amazing Places project connects people with nature by fostering a deeper appreciation of the natural wonders of the region. Getting to each Amazing Place provides an unforgettable journey to a destination that tells a unique story. Start planning your next adventure today!

When visiting FBR’s Amazing Places, follow the Leave No Trace principals to protect and preserve the natural wonders of our region for generations to come. Find out more at LeaveNoTrace.ca.

Explore Amazing Places in 5 of Canada’s 18 UNESCO biosphere reserves
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To see a detailed map of Amazing Places and Canadian biosphere reserves visit: biospherecanada.ca/amazingplaces
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